Why Insight for Datadog

As a Datadog partner, Insight supports organizations in their quest to create centralized visibility and streamlined monitoring across their entire IT environment with Datadog’s unified observability platform. We offer the experience and expertise to help you solve complexity with innovative capabilities from the Datadog solutions portfolio.

Create total coverage for your environment

Modern infrastructures are constantly in flux, which means getting a clear and accurate view of your entire infrastructure and applications at any point in time, whether on-premises or in the cloud, is no simple task. With Insight for Datadog, you can enable observability into all technologies, for all teams, providing a single source of truth for troubleshooting, optimization, and cross-team collaboration.

Together, Insight and Datadog can help your business:

- **Improve agility** for faster time to market
- **Reduce costs** through operational efficiencies
- **Mitigate risk** during migrations and modernization
- **Ensure visibility** for all teams and stakeholders

A partnership for improved visibility, agility, and efficiency

As a premier integrator for data infrastructure modernization, Insight Cloud + Data Center Transformation (CDCT) can help your business identify needs, select the right Datadog solutions, implement the strategy, and provide ongoing support.

Insight’s competencies around Datadog solutions allow us to provide your organization with:

- Bundled offerings combining Datadog solutions with other best-of-breed services
- Complete integration of Datadog solutions with your existing IT environment
- Professional services, including installation, configuration, and administration
- Managed Datadog services, billing, and support

Insight and Datadog in action

We’re helping a thriving e-procurement business achieve single-pane-of-glass visibility into its DevOps and infrastructure environment — all while driving cost savings. Through infrastructure monitoring and Application Performance Monitoring (APM), the client has improved collaboration and data sharing. When you work with our teams, you gain trusted advisors with deep expertise and managed services capabilities to help you reap the benefits across the entire Datadog portfolio.

The benefits of Datadog solutions from Insight

- **Reduced mean time to detection and resolution**
- **450+** vendor integrations
- **Bundled software and services**
- **Immediate time to value**
- **Simplified onboarding**
- **Increased compliance and security**
- **Controlled costs**
- **Reduced workload with machine learning**
- **Improved endpoint response times**
- **Rich visualization reports**
- **Visibility into dynamic and hybrid environments**
Datadog solution areas

As a monitoring and security platform for modern infrastructure, applications, logs, and more, Datadog delivers complete visibility into the performance of modern applications in one place through a fully unified platform. Datadog’s scope of solutions includes:

- Infrastructure monitoring
- Container monitoring
- Serverless monitoring
- Log management
- Application performance monitoring
- Network monitoring
- Real user monitoring
- Synthetic monitoring
- Security and compliance monitoring
- Incident management

How it works

Why Datadog?

Eliminate silos and solve issues quickly with unlimited visibility across your entire organization.

Insight CDCT specializes in global delivery of modern data centers, cloud/hybrid transformation, storage and data protection, and IT security and networks.

Data center & cloud transformation

Modernizing & optimizing IT across the business
- Hybrid cloud
- Migration & consolidation
- Workloads to platforms
- Converged & hyperconverged
- Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC)

Data infrastructure modernization

Improving how data is stored, protected, consumed, analyzed & restored
- Data protection innovation
- Backup to cloud — ISV
- Business continuity & disaster recovery
- AI/ML private infrastructure & GPU acceleration (new & repatriated)
- Data security

Integrated network & security

Securing networks & data, including cloud
- Security operations & controls
- Compliance, risk & governance
- Cloud security
- Microsegmentation
- SD-WAN & SD Fabric

If you’d like to learn more about how Insight + Datadog can support simpler, more efficient data management and data infrastructure modernization, get in touch with a specialist.

Learn more at:
insightCDCT.com | insight.com
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